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USA TODAYUSA TODAY BESTSELLER • The offseason is heating up for one Carolina Cold Fury heartbreaker who’s eager to BESTSELLER • The offseason is heating up for one Carolina Cold Fury heartbreaker who’s eager to

make nice with the girl next door.make nice with the girl next door.

No one plays like Reed Olson, whether it’s hockey season or not. After back-to-back NHL championships, he’s

craving a little R&R. Reed leans to a specific type—blond, busty, and interested—and fortunately he has a little black

book full of options. So why is it he can’t stop dreaming about the new girl who just moved in next door? A certified

brainiac, she seems to want nothing to do with the hard-bodied athlete.

Josie Ives desperately needs something her celebrity neighbor obviously doesn’t: solitude. Reed is everything she

imagined—a little too good-looking, with a body that puts Greek gods to shame. But she didn’t expect he would also

be funny and charming. Josie knows she’s the opposite of his type, and that’s fine with her. Still, the chemistry

between them is undeniable. Their newfound friendship certainly has its benefits, but she’s starting to wonder if

opposites really do attract.

Praise for Praise for ReedReed

“Sawyer Bennett is my go-to author for all things sexy. And Reed certainly blew my skates right off!”——USA TodayUSA Today
bestselling author Stacey Kennedybestselling author Stacey Kennedy

“Reed has quickly become one of my favorite books in the series. If you are a longtime lover of the Cold Fury boys
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like me, then you don’t want to miss this one. I guarantee that if you are grabbing this one as a standalone, it will

make you want to jump in feet first to the entire series.”—Red Cheeks Reads—Red Cheeks Reads

“So much fun . . . a lovely romance between an off-season hockey star and his ER doctor neighbor that made me laugh

and then swoon and then laugh again.”—Becky on Books . . . and Quilts—Becky on Books . . . and Quilts

“I loved this so much! It was fun and sweet and left me incredibly happy.”—About That Story (five stars)—About That Story (five stars)

The Carolina Cold Fury series from The Carolina Cold Fury series from New York Times New York Times bestselling author Sawyer Bennett can be read together orbestselling author Sawyer Bennett can be read together or

separately:separately:

ALEX

GARRETT

ZACK

RYKER

HAWKE

MAX

ROMAN

LUCAS

VAN

REED

MAREK

The Love Hurts series features sexy standalone novels:The Love Hurts series features sexy standalone novels:

SEX IN THE STICKS

JILTED

And the Sugar Bowl series is one treat you’ll want to read in order:And the Sugar Bowl series is one treat you’ll want to read in order:

SUGAR DADDY

SUGAR RUSH

SUGAR FREE

Includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.Includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
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